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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a critical survey of crowd analysis techniques using visual and non-visual sensors. Automatic crowd understanding has a massive impact on several applications including surveillance and security, situation awareness, crowd management, public space design, intelligent and virtual environments. In case of emergency, it enables practical safety applications by identifying crowd situational context information. This survey identifies different approaches as well as relevant work on crowd analysis by means of visual and non-visual techniques. Multidisciplinary research groups are addressing crowd phenomenon and its dynamics ranging from social, and psychological aspects to computational perspectives. The possibility to use smartphones as sensing devices and fuse this information with video sensors data, allows to better describe crowd dynamics and behaviors. Eventually, challenges and further research opportunities with reference to crowd analysis are exposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A crowd is a deformable group of people occupying a particular area. In public places like airports, train stations and shopping malls, which are characterized by gatherings of thousands of people, there is necessary to detect, count, track individuals in order to identify any suspicious behavior. It is impossible for the human surveillance operators to track every individual and identify possible suspicious behaviors, manually, especially in crowded places. This issue motivates the researchers worldwide to design automated systems in order to facilitate these human operators for the aforementioned activities.

As an emerging field of research, crowd analysis is primarily motivated by the security and safety issues covering the surveillance of crowded environments. Target tracking [1], anomaly detection [2, 3], behavioural recognition [4, 5], emotions recognition [6] and crowd density estimation etc. [7, 8, 9] are possible ingredients of crowd analysis.

In the last decade, considerable research has been made to analyse crowds from signal processing community [10, 11]. Recently, research has focused mainly on automated crowd analysis and notable progress has been achieved [8]. However, several unsolved problems are still to be addressed in visual crowd analysis particularly dealing with accurate and robust target detection in crowd, tracking, crowd modeling, occlusion and clutter handling [11]. Owing to the aforementioned issues, such systems often fail to detect an event of interest and ultimately miss the required vital activity. A general framework [11] depicting the processes involved in the crowd analysis can be seen in Fig. 1. Several features such as objects locations and speed, density, etc. can be extracted (manually or automatically) from a guarded environment. These data can be used for creating a crowd model.

Fig. 1. A general framework for crowd analysis

Due to the widespread availability of smart phones and other non-visual sensors, the non-visual sensing based research community has been working recently on crowd analysis [12]. To analyse and understand crowd dynamics, non-visual sensing has remarkable advantages in terms of applications like density estimation and localization. Mobile phones facilitates on-body sensing which is not geographically restricted to a specific structured area. Nowadays mobile phones are already equipped with sensors like accelerometers, gyroscopes, Wi-Fi, GPS, proximity sensors etc. This rich set of sensors allows us to characterize the behaviour of individuals in a crowd [12]. While applications such as health monitoring are already proving the power and usefulness of smartphones [13], this paper will demonstrate that the sensors we already carry in our pocket are able to deeply improve security and safety of public spaces.

The main contribution of this paper is to analyze different methods applied with visual and non-visual sensors with particular attention towards tracking/detection and counting/density estimation of people in crowd. Different survey papers have been published recently regarding crowd analysis but these only targeted either visual analysis [8, 10, 11] or non-visual [14]. However, the aim of this paper is to provide a comparative survey for the crowd analysis that considers both visual and non-visual techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores mobile sensing technologies and its usage in crowd analysis. In section 3 different applications and the relevant work to crowd analysis has been discussed. Section 4 demonstrates the different incentives offered to participants in crowd sensing. In section 5 the issues related
to users privacy have been discussed. In section 6 we show datasets usually used in visual analysis and discuss the software tools developed in order to acquire mobile phone based data. A theoretical comparison of both the major technologies, visual and non-visual, has been presented in tabular form in section 7. And finally section 8 concludes and explores the pros and cons of both visual and non-visual sensors and shows future opportunities in the domain.

2. MOBILE SENSING

The recent increase in the use of smart phones and other mobile devices has opened the opportunity to collectively sense and share information for common interests [15]. Smartphones and other wearable devices like smart watches, health monitors, pedometers, activity trackers now come equipped with an impressive array of sensors: multiple position sensors (GPS, WiFi, cellular radios), inertial sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes), magnetic compass, microphone, light sensors, proximity sensors, and many more [16]. These provide such devices the ability to discover more about wearers and their activities [12]. Sensors available on smart phones can be categorized as inertial, positioning, and ambient sensors. Each sensor is capable of sensing different aspects of individual context and can be selected and configured based upon application requirements.

Smart phones can be used for collective sensing called mobile crowd sensing [14, 17]. Mobile crowd sensing refers to the wide variety of sensing models in which users with sensing and computing devices collect and contribute to required data for different application like object tracking, counting, behavior analysis and anomaly detection [17].

Mobile sensing based systems are recent trends in the crowd analysis research. The signal processing community has achieved substantial success in different aspects of crowd analysis. However, issues like occlusion, clutters, weather conditions etc. create hurdles in visual analysis of crowd. This compels us towards the exploitation of smart-phones and motivate us to investigate the sensor information extracted in order to tackle missed information by vision based sensors.

3. APPLICATIONS

Signal processing techniques have helped to understand and analyse crowd, based on macro and micro level modeling. Macro modeling refers to holistic approach of any crowd for analysis while micro relates to the distinct individual level study of crowd. According to [8], 22% studies have focused on micro-level modelling as compared to 71% at the macro-level, because the complexity increases while trying to analyse the individual level of crowd due to occlusion, computational complexity and the appearance similarities. On the other hand non-visual research has mostly targeted groups (people with similar behavior and objectives), rather than the whole crowd [18, 19]. Specific groups are detected and analysed for localization, tracking, density, behaviour and abnormality detection. Within crowd analysis there are five major areas of focus including localization, tracking, density estimation, behaviour recognition, emotions detection and abnormality detection. The following subsections will examine only detection/tracking and counting/density estimation approaches used by both visual and non-visual researchers before highlighting relevant issues that could be addressed by fusion techniques.

3.1. Tracking/Detection

Detection and tracking is the key feature in order to develop an automated surveillance and behavioural analysis system for crowd. Tracking is the problem of estimating trajectory of moving objects in a certain environment [20, 21]. In visual systems, the inherent complexities like occlusion, variations in viewpoints, environmental issues (such as rain, snow, shadows, etc.) or noise, light variations, crowd density etc. are the key challenges. Various motion models including optical flow or background modelling have been used for this application.

Different authors worked on the different aspects of the crowd ranging from individual to groups, from single camera to multi cameras [22] and from sparse to dense crowd. Ge et al. [23] worked on detecting and tracking small groups of pedestrians in crowd with limitation of noise as it was not working efficiently for dense crowd. To overcome this issue of noise for dense crowd, Cheriyadat et al. [24] proposed a method, considering estimated dominant motion in dense crowd by tracking low level features using optical flow. Also, Ozturk et al. [25] used the same dominant motion flows in crowd through a hierarchical clustering approach of SIFT(Scale-invariant feature transform) features. To get rid of the aforementioned noise and clutter, some authors have used body parts models for single and multiple people, which resulted in high accuracy [1, 26]. Social force models are also exploited for the detection and tracking of interacting groups of people in crowds [27]. The results were variable subject to density of crowd.

On the other hand, the non-visual based crowd analysis research has recently made remarkable advances. Researchers from non-visual systems are leveraging the mobile sensors embedded in smartphones to detect and track people in crowd. In [28] a mobile technology and a participatory Sensing approach has been proposed for Crowd analysis. Similarly, in [18] a group detection system, GruMon for dense, urban areas has been developed. It has the capability to monitor groups in a fast and accurate way within a dense and congested urban spaces. Although, the system developed has a high success rate of detection, it is only limited to small groups and structured areas like shopping malls. In other work, Barkhuus et al. in [29] proposed a multi modal method for indoor recognition of groups (flocks) using sensors like accelerometers, WiFi radios and compasses sensors. They used data fusion techniques to merge the multi sensor information in order to improve recognition accuracy against the former unimodal approaches. Although accurate detection and recognition of flocks was successfully achieved, complications like large group, Wi-Fi network availability and unstructured environments are affecting this work. In short, each system has common constraints in terms of frequency of individuals ranging from single to groups, structured to unstructured areas and sparse to dense crowd. The camera based systems have succeeded to detect and track individuals in crowd to some extent as accuracy decreases with respect to time in a video. Also, most of the systems are partially online to perform real time detection and tracking individuals in dense crowd. In contrast, mobile based systems are capable of detecting and tracking dense crowd in real time. Some challenges still persists in mobile based systems like privacy, application installation, energy constraint and infrastructure availability like Wi-Fi access points. However, studies have revealed that in terms of privacy, people can be encouraged to participate when they see personal benefit. Also, incentives can be given to motivate them to participate and install the required application. So over all scenario can be sum up in the way that visual systems can be effective in sparse crowd detection and tracking and mobile based system can insure progress.
3.2. Counting/Density Estimation

Counting and detection of people in crowd is being used combined by different authors in their respective research activities. Estimating number of people in a particular area and space is of extreme importance in order to avoid any probable crowd disaster or any panic situation, and to support the subsequent emergency evacuations measures. The estimation of the density of a crowd may be required for different reasons but mainly in crowd management. In terms of individual applications, it supports in recommending where to go out based as, where many other people have already gone the same place being occupied.

Different types of sensors are used for the people counting systems which includes vision sensor, ultrasonic sensor, infrared sensor and depth cameras. Mostly, cameras are being used with different approaches at various locations with manifold angles. The camera may be used for both surveillance and people counting purposes as well. Researchers have worked on density measurement of crowd with respect to particular scenarios. Some have worked on public places like sports stadiums, metro stations, bus stops etc. while some have worked only for outdoor areas specifically.

Cong et al. [30] used velocity flow fields for people counting with an absolute error of 0.115–0.409. In another approach for people counting, proposed by Yogameena et al. [31] an error rate of only around 2.5% has been reported. Xing et al. [32] used the method of detection responses from video sequence, using detection flow, for crowd counting. A holistic approach was adopted by Garcia-Bunster et al. [33] for counting people waiting at routine bus stops. Fu et al. in [34] presented fusion approach of visual (RGB) and depth data for real time crowd counting.

On the non-visual based systems, authors have applied different approaches for counting crowd using Bluetooth sensors, Wi-Fi, RFID, magnetometer and inertial sensors etc. Weppner et al. [35] present a mobile phone based technique to estimate crowd density by using a pre-set scan of the environment for Bluetooth devices. A Wi-Fi technology based counting system has been developed by Saandeep et al. [36], where people moving between a pair of stationary transmitter/receiver antennas will be counted in a structured environment. A system, SmartEvacTrak, is developed by Ahmed et al. [37] characterized by a low-cost evacuation system which can count people using smartphones, while entering and exiting with accuracy of over 98%. Recently, Federico et al. [38] proposed a mechanism for quantifying crowd size by using mobile phones data and online service twitter where there is no need for users to install any application.

Considering the above works related to crowd measurement in terms of visual and non-visual methods, we can find that mobile phones can be a better choice. Video based systems still have many challenges to estimate the accurate number of participants due to occlusions, clutter and night vision issues. While, smartphones on the other side have advantage over camera based system as they do not require any deployment of infrastructure as in the case of camera based system.

4. INCENTIVES

In mobile crowd sensing, individuals usually avoid to participate and share their details. Various applications have been developed in order to gather reliable data from users to analyze crowd which do not guarantee to show good performance due to rare participation of users. To motivate the users to participate and share the data effectively the only possibility is to stimulate the individuals and grant incentives to participate.

Treasure [39] is a mobile game that is designed based on network infrastructure. In this game WiFi coverage maps are built in a given game area. Players carry GPS and WiFi enabled mobile devices and move in that particular space. In terms of geographical locations, geographic data is a type of sensed data which is collected and recorded by the mobile devices. The sounds and GPS traces can be collected in a specific region. GeoTicTacToe [40] is a location based version of the traditional game Tic Tac Toe which is based on location findings. The most intuitive incentive to participate and contribute to crowd sensing is to pay as it has mostly involved many smart phone users in it to sell their data. The participants receive money as rewards once they make contributions in the sensing activities.

So, in general we can conclude from the above statements that incentives play a very vital role in mobile crowd sensing systems as they attract a tremendous number of participants to contribute to the sensed data.

5. PRIVACY ISSUES

Privacy has been the most crucial aspect in the mobile crowd sensing systems. Users often refuse to share their personal data with respect to time and space [41]. This usually leads to a hindrance in a long term research activity involved. But in order to motivate the smart phone users to contribute to the crowd sensing, they can be asked to participate if the real situation, which is unwanted, and its possible controlling and avoidance ways, are shared with them. In [42, 41] it was shown that people are less concerned about their location privacy when being tracked in order to utilize beneficial services. However, challenges are faced as not every body is carrying smartphone and also it varies with different countries, cultures, gender etc. Thus, in terms of personal safety people often accept to share their personal data.

6. TOOLS AND DATASETS

Choices of datasets are the key components for a systematic evaluation of methods in crowd analysis. Visual datasets are frequently available on internet. Examples include UCSD, PET, UCF, CAVIAR, and UMN etc. [8]. In mobile crowd sensing datasets have been another major issue. As it varies upon situation to collect data and represent the data in tailored form for processing. Application tools have been the centric entity used to gather the crowd sensory data. Various applications have been developed and are used to collect crowd sense data using smartphones. A crowd sensing application SensingKit, [43], is an efficient, open-source, independent platform client-server system supported by both iOS and Android mobile devices. It has the capability of continuous sensing the devices motion (Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Magnetometer), location (GPS) and proximity to other smartphones (Bluetooth Smart). These tools are application specific like for music concerts, railway stations, shopping malls etc. Another application, MobiSens, [44] a versatile android based mobile sensing platform has been designed for real world applications. Social psychology studies based sensing program, EmotionSense, [45] was designed which can sense individual emotions along with activities, verbal and proximities interactions among social group members.
7. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

As discussed in section 1, different vision based tools for crowd analysis have been deployed but suffer from the poor scalability of crowded public spaces and also manually operating the systems is a tiresome job with unreliable results. Recently, multi-camera networks using fusion techniques have the capability to mitigate such issues in order to enable the systems automatic for monitoring crowds. Despite of the advances in visual based systems, it is still challenging to get information of global situation awareness during mass gathering from visual sensors. Again, thanks to the pervasiveness of mobile phones like smart phones, which are being used recently to analyze crowd. Mostly the state-of-the-arts, either visual or non-visual, are dependent on scope and type of crowd scene. In terms of scope the author varies holistic techniques with individual/object based methods using visual technologies. Crowd scenes may be structured and unstructured depending upon the crowd dynamics. As the names states in the holistic method, a top-down methodology is used and the crowd is considered as a single entity. Structured crowds have a structured flow of motions in a scene and vice versa. These methods use the global level information to estimate density as well as tracking of crowd as done in [46] using optical flow which is suitable both for structured and unstructured scenes. In individual based approaches, individuals are detected and tracked using energy function such as performed in [1].

On the other side, recently many non-visual sensors based approaches are used for crowd detection. Location is the crucial factor to infer the conditions of any crowd. To determine the location of any smart-phone, different approaches are used which are broadly categorized as: networked based localization and on-device based localization. The network based methods are based on cellular networks which can be exploited to find which smart-phone is connected to a particular cell tower. Since the location of each cell tower is already available so, position estimation is obtained easily. Couronne et al used the network bandwidth in [49] for detection of crowd in a particular location which is suitable both for structured and unstructured scenes. In the scope of on-device detection and tracking approaches the work of Rijurekha et al in [18] is a good example which helps to detect and track groups in public places like shopping malls. Table 1 and 2 summarizes our literature review regarding different technologies and approaches used in the crowd detection/tracking and density estimation. Consequently, this can be derived from the works listed in the tables above that non-visual based approaches are better alternatives to visual based systems as using on-device and network based approaches provide more accurate locations as compared to visual systems. Also, the systems are flexible with reference to structured and non-structured scenes. But, we cannot ignore the challenges faced by on-device based systems like privacy issues and participatory sensing as discussed in section 5.

8. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we explored the different ways adopted for crowd analysis based on visual and non-visual sensors. Perspectives from computer vision and mainly smart phone based systems are presented as these have contributed to an enough in-depth study to crowd analysis applications like tracking/detection, counting, behaviour analysis and anomaly detection. Theoretical comparison is presented for tracking/detection and density estimation application area in order to choose the right technologies for crowd analysis.

In terms of tracking and detection visual systems can show performance to detect and track dense crowd in a structured environment but at the macro level. Smart phone and social network based systems are efficient mostly on urban level as they have the capability to communicate with each individual in order to intimate in case of critical situation. Thus, non-visual system may be used both on macro and micro level tracking and detection. With reference to density estimation of crowd, visual systems have failed to find the accurate figure of crowd in a certain non-structured space. Due to high density of crowd, counting becomes difficult as the problems like occlusion, clutter, night vision and weather conditions may become hurdles. Recently it has been seen that the police fired tear gas on the supporters of football teams, resulting occlusion in camera based systems. Ultimately vision systems may not be able to decide where to direct the people to escape. Smart phone based systems can be accessed easily in emergency situations to show the right paths to the users. The non-visual research community has focused very rarely on the problem of detection/tracking and density estimation in crowd, which are based on smart phones. However, compromising in both technologies, we can infer that data fusion techniques [50] can help to combine the visual and non-visual information from sensors of different types to derive reliable patterns and data.
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### Table 1. Overview of Technologies and Methods for Crowd Detection/Tracking Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Modality</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Structured</th>
<th>Unstructured</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Holistic</td>
<td>Optical Flow</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dominant Motions</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dominant Motions</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hierarchical Clustering</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic Aperture Imaging</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bayesian Approach</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social Force Model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Visual</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Bandwidth Usage</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On-device</td>
<td>GruMon</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tracking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Data Fusion + Clustering</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Overview of Technologies and Methods for Crowd Counting/Density Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Modality</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Structured</th>
<th>Unstructured</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Holistic</td>
<td>Velocity Estimation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pixel Count</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Machine Learning + Thresholding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RGB Plus Depth</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optical Flow</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Detection Flow</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Visual</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Call Data Records</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On-device</td>
<td>Wi-Fi signals Measurement</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SmartEvactrak</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social Network</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


